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Foreword

This extremely valuable follow up report from the Mental Health Foundation highlights an important subject; that if mental health continues to be regarded as the Cinderella service, then exercise referral schemes would be the ugly sister.

Despite a proven and increasing evidence base to support such schemes, much more needs to be done to persuade those in the health service of their benefits. Although the number of GPs who would prescribe exercise as a first line treatment for mild to moderate depression is increasing, it is disappointing that it remains at less than five percent. All healthcare professionals have a duty of care to promote exercise, therefore much more needs to be done to ensure that all who work within primary care have access to exercise referral schemes. There should be no postcode lottery.

Our own experience as a developer and deliverer of exercise referral programmes is that activity, be it physical or creative, is an important tool which should be employed to help individuals suffering from mild to moderate depression.

The ultimate testament to the success of such schemes is the numbers who remain exercising and physically active since being referred. Exercise referral schemes must continue to evolve and flexibility and variety are crucial to sustaining interest from participants and providing GPs with a decent pool of schemes to recommend. Supported activity in its broadest sense is what counts, whether that is achieved within a gym environment or outdoors.

It is heartening to read many of the encouraging comments from people whose lives have been transformed by exercise. But word of mouth alone from those who have completed such schemes is not enough and we applaud and fully support campaigns such as ‘Up and Running?’ in their drive to raise awareness.

Rosi Prescott
Chief Executive
Central YMCA
1. Introduction

“The extent of any exercise I did before the programme was a gentle walk… now I go to the gym and I have also started to attend a local sports group…”

There is a substantial body of evidence to show that physical exercise is an effective treatment for people with mild to moderate depression. In 2005 Mental Health Foundation published the report ‘Up and Running?’, which highlighted the need to promote exercise therapy for depression as a realistic and readily available tool for GPs and a genuine option that patients could both understand and choose for themselves.

In 2006, Mental Health Foundation received some funding from the Department of Health to support and evaluate a small number of exercise referral schemes across the country.

This report investigates the successes and barriers in place in sites currently running exercise referral schemes and presents the key recommendations and lessons learned. The report also revisits what GPs currently think about exercise referral four years on from the first report.

1.1 An update on the evidence

Primary Care

Previous studies have indicated that physical activity is positively related to health-related quality of life and well-being among people with mild, moderate and severe mental distress. Although the physical health benefits of activity are well documented, evidence suggests that physical activity provides many psychological benefits as well. One study explored the psychological effects of exercise on lifting mood. The investigators found that people experiencing mental distress generally had a low level of physical activity, their hierarchical analysis of two groups (in Serbia and America) indicated that physical activity remained significantly positively associated with mood (even after accounting for individual variations in level of exercise).

A further study used an evidence based approach to demonstrate that exercise is not just physical activity used for the purpose of conditioning any part of the body, but has positive effects upon wider physical health, mental health, disease prevention and productivity.

In terms of exercise referral programmes, one study investigated the effectiveness of a ten week primary care exercise referral programme on the physical self-perception and self-worth of older adults. They found that even moderate levels of attendance improved self-perception and self worth.

When looking specifically at exercise and depression a systematic review and meta-analysis concluded that exercise may reduce depression symptoms short term, but much of the evidence is in need of replication and more robust research. Another article, which overviewed the treatment of depression, concluded that physical activity may play an important role in relieving depression especially when combined with other treatments.

In terms of anxiety and exercise one study found that physical activity was an effective treatment for anxiety having beneficial effects on perceived life stress events and perceived self-efficacy.
A number of different studies have demonstrated the positive mental health benefits of exercise referral whilst exploring recovery from a physical condition such as stroke or heart disease. One very recent study in 2009\(^9\) found that a ten week exercise referral programme reduced depressive symptoms in depressed chronic stroke survivors. They found both an immediate positive effect, and also a longer term effect when they followed the group up 6 months later with patients who had participated in the exercise referral programme. They noted modest improvements in health and well-being over time and they recommended that health professionals should focus on helping stroke survivor’s mental health recovery as well as their physical rehabilitation.

**Secondary Care**

Thus far, the research evidence has been focussed upon exercise referral in primary care for mild to moderate conditions. However, there is now an increasing evidence base that exercise and exercise referral is appropriate and can be used successfully in secondary care settings, whether in institutionalised settings or in the community for those with severe and enduring mental health problems.

One study which took place in Australia\(^9\) noted that in the Australian health system there is a growing recognition and understanding of the inextricable interrelationship between physical and mental health. Increasingly in mental health care settings, the physical health of service users is acknowledged as an issue requiring urgent action. This issue, they theorise, is related to negative symptoms and the lifestyle choices of people with mental illness. They also note that there is a clear link with the detrimental side effects of psychotropic medications which complicates the lack of confidence or skill in relation to physical health matters. The authors note the significant benefits of exercise on mental health and argue that mental health nurses and supporting staff must play an active role in health promotion, primary prevention and the early detection and management of physical health problems in their mentally unwell clients.

A recent study in England\(^10\) explored the use of a programme of exercise and sport as a social support for men with serious mental illness. The study noted that social support was important in the initiation and maintenance of exercise and found that informational, tangible, esteem and emotional support were both provided for and given by participants through exercise and noted that this element could be a significant support in an individual’s recovery journey.

Exercise has also been shown to be useful within institutionalised settings. One study\(^11\) investigated the impact of aerobic exercise on the severity of symptoms of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) for adolescents receiving inpatient care. They found that a fifteen session aerobic exercise programme had a positive impact upon trauma symptoms, reducing symptomology and improving wellbeing.

Consequently, the research evidence base for exercise as an appropriate and effective treatment for mental health is expanding.
1.2 The policy context

"Increasing exercise is the most cost effective way of improving someone’s health. There is a sound evidence base of the benefits to cardiovascular and psychological health."

Over the last decade, the benefits of regular physical activity have become widely recognised in preventing chronic disease and promoting health and well-being, including being endorsed for a number of specific health conditions in National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NIHCE) guidance.

A report produced by the Department of Health in 2004, noted that adults who are physically active have up to a 50% reduced risk of developing chronic diseases such as coronary heart disease, stroke, diabetes and some cancers.

The Department of Health published a report in 2005, examining the benefits of physical activity in reducing the risks of depression, reducing anxiety and enhancing mood and self-esteem. There is now a growing evidence base that supports the use of exercise to tackle mild to moderate depression and anxiety.

1.3 Exercise and mental health outcomes

In 2005, the Mental Health Foundation published the findings of its study of exercise as a treatment option for depression - ‘Up and Running?’ This was commissioned to examine available treatments for mild and moderate depression in primary care and, in particular, to focus on antidepressant and exercise referral prescriptions, their use and availability, and how general practitioners and patients feel about them.

This report notes the following:

“The benefits to physical health… of regular exercise are well understood and accepted. But the benefits to mental health (reduced anxiety, decreased depression, enhanced mood, improved cognitive functioning and self-worth) have been less widely reported and are less well-understood and accepted.”
It highlights the considerable costs associated with the writing of prescriptions for anti-depressants in England (£397.2 million in 2003) and identifies the following advantages:

- **Exercise is cost-effective** – compared to pharmacological and psychological interventions, even structured exercise programmes cost less over an equivalent time period.

- **Exercise is available** – all except those in very poor physical health can take some form of exercise which makes it a far more available option that many psychological treatments (highlighted by a variety of recent reports as being in short supply and subject to long waiting times on the NHS).

- **There are co-incidental benefits** - unlike the unpleasant side effects that can accompany some antidepressant medications, physical activity is relatively low risk. In addition, exercise can be used to treat patients with a mix of physical and mental health problems – for example, it can lead to healthier muscles, bones and joints alongside promoting a sense of achievement and increased self-esteem arising through an improvement in physical appearance. (A lack of physical fitness may in itself be a contributing factor to a person’s mental health problems).

- **Exercise is a sustainable recovery choice** – exercise requires the active participation of the individual which can encourage and support people’s ability to make choices and which can be continued without ongoing professional supervision. This is in sharp contrast to some treatments which can reinforce the sense of being a ‘passive recipient’ of care, which can reinforce one of the common characteristics of depression, that is, of feeling that one is unable, or has lost the ability to make choices.

- **Exercise promotes social inclusion and is a ‘normalising’ experience** – exercise is widely seen as something that is done by ‘healthy’ people and as such, carries no stigma. Medication and/or psychotherapy on the other hand, are often disliked because of the stigma attached to such treatments. The fact that exercise can easily be undertaken alongside other people, and can provide an avenue for shared common interests, provides an important social dimension to the activity, which can help to counter the feelings of isolation so often experienced by people with depression and other mental health problems.

- **Exercise is popular** – although only few qualitative studies have been undertaken, people with depression are reported to cite exercise as being an important and positive part of their recovery programme. For example, in a survey of people who had experienced mental health difficulties by Mind in 2001, 50% reporting finding that exercise had helped them to recover.
The ‘Up and Running?’ report also cites a Department of Health finding that in a number of comparative studies, physical activity had been found to be as successful in treating depression as psychotherapy and that in two others, it had been found to be as successful in treating depression as medication.

Possible preventative effects have also been reported in a number of American studies which suggest that risks of developing depression are lower for those who engage in regular physical activity.

Set against these generally positive findings however, the report also highlights some of the key findings from survey of two hundred GPs which goes some way to explaining why exercise is still not often thought of a ‘treatment of first choice’. These include:

- **Pressure to act** – to alleviate the distress a patient may be feeling, GPs can feel pressured into offering immediate relief in the form of medication (especially if this is requested by the patient).

- **Time poverty** – the survey results indicate that drug prescription rates increase with the numbers of patients on the GP’s list which may suggest that those GPs who are more time-pressured are also more likely to prescribe anti-depressants.

- **Limited alternatives** – difficulties accessing psychotherapy or counselling provision (which can also be expensive) can result in GPs opting for the immediately available option of prescribing anti-depressants.

- **Limited visibility of non-pharmacological and non-psychotherapeutic alternatives** – in comparison to the well-publicised trials of antidepressants, which are largely funded by the pharmaceutical industry, much lower levels of funding have been available for research into the outcomes of alternatives such as exercise; the findings of the research that has been carried out also may not reach GPs and other healthcare decision-makers.

- **Expediency** – findings from the ‘Up and Running?’ study suggested that doctors are aware of the strong placebo response an antidepressant may produce and that, given the limited availability of preferred alternatives, may prescribe antidepressants as an expedient in the hope of inducing such a response.

- **The dominance of pharmacology** – medication has been the favoured response in primary care for some considerable period of time, a response that has been reinforced by extensive powerful marketing by the pharmaceutical industry.
Crucially, the report goes on to note that many GPs are uncomfortable with the way mild or moderate depression is managed in primary care, they would like more access to alternative treatment options and that, if they had such access, their prescribing behaviour would alter significantly.

It suggests that an important way forward may lie with exercise therapy which, through delivery in an appropriately supervised context, could make a significant difference to many people presenting in primary care with mild or moderate depression by:

- **Expanding patient choice and power over their recovery** – “depression is a condition that thrives on perceptions of powerlessness, and as such, an expansion of choice and power may itself have therapeutic effects.”

- Helping people to effect a sustainable lifestyle change that may continue to support their mental and physical health in the long-term.

Other advantages include empowering GPs by providing them with greater scope to offer holistic treatment plans and, ultimately, a wider use of exercise therapy could:

“reduce the cost burden on the NHS prescription budget, by giving GPs greater freedom to explore non-pharmacological approaches to treatment, and discouraging patients with mild to moderate depression from long-term dependence on medication.”
2. The GP survey – Four years on

As part of the first report the Mental Health Foundation surveyed GPs in November 2004 to explore their perceptions of exercise referral as a prescription. This survey was repeated in November 2007 to examine whether the rates and acceptance of GP referral to exercise had changed in the intervening years. A nationally representative, quota controlled group of two hundred NHS GPs were surveyed. The majority of GPs surveyed were from England, a tenth of GPs were from Scotland and just under a tenth were from Wales, 3% were from Northern Ireland.

GPs were asked about their treatment responses for patients with mild to moderate depression. Just under half of GPs said that they prescribe antidepressant medication as their first treatment response and the majority of GPs believe this to be effective. In contrast, though over half of the GPs surveyed believed exercise to be an effective treatment, only 4% said they would refer to a supervised programme of exercise. Interestingly, when asked about their choice of treatment for themselves if they became depressed 38% of GPs would use antidepressant medication as their first choice of self-treatment and 18% would use a supervised programme of exercise.

When considering talking therapy treatments, over a third of GPs would refer patients to some form of counselling or psychotherapy as their first treatment response and 10% of GPs would refer their patient to cognitive behavioural therapy.

When asked about their three most common treatment responses for patients with mild to moderate depression almost all GPs (94%) would prescribe anti-depressant medication, this is in line with the findings from the 2004 survey (92%). However, 21% of GPs said they would refer to a supervised programme of exercise and 4% would use it as their first treatment response, this is over four times more than the response in 2004 survey.

Significantly, over 40% of GPs do not have access to an exercise referral scheme. Of these, 95% said that they would refer patients with mild to moderate depression to an exercise scheme, if they had access. Of the GPs who did have an exercise referral scheme over 80% used it as a treatment for their patients.

2.1 Statistics

- 45% of GPs most commonly prescribe antidepressants as their first treatment response to mild or moderate depression. 36% of GPs most commonly refer to some form of counselling or psychotherapy as their first treatment response to mild or moderate depression, 10% of GPs refer to cognitive behavioural therapy as their first treatment response. 4% of GPs most commonly refer to a supervised programme of exercise as their first treatment response to mild or moderate depression (Figure 2).

- 72% of GPs believe that antidepressants are ‘quite effective’, 19% believe them to be ‘very effective’. 56% of all GPs surveyed believe that a supervised programme of exercise is ‘quite effective’ in the treatment of mild to moderate depression, 5% believe that it is ‘very effective’ (Figure 1).
When asked about their three most common treatment responses for mild to moderate depression, 94% of GPs prescribe antidepressant medication, 21% of GPs refer to a supervised programme of exercise (Figure 2).
• 38% of GPs stated that if they became depressed they would use antidepressants as their first choice of treatment, 18% of GPs would use a supervised programme of exercise as their first choice of treatment. 83% of GPs said they would use antidepressant medication as one of their top three treatments for themselves, 43% of GPs said they would use exercise (Figure 3).

**Figure 3: The treatment strategies that GPs would use if they themselves became depressed**

• 42% of GPs surveyed do not have access to an exercise referral scheme.

• Of the GPs who did have access to an exercise referral scheme 3% referred their patients to it ‘very frequently’, 22% ‘fairly frequently’, 61% ‘not very frequently’ and 14% did not use it at all.

• 95% of GPs who did not have access to an exercise referral scheme said that if they did they would use it as a treatment for mild to moderate depression, 15% said they would use it ‘very frequently’, 51% said they would use it ‘fairly frequently’ and 29% ‘not very frequently’.

• 70% of GPs said that they would use more social prescribing (for example; bibliotherapy, exercise referral, self-help group referral) for common mental health problems if they had the option.

• 16% of GPs said that over the past two years they had noticed an increase in the number of patients with mild or moderate depression asking whether exercise would be a suitable treatment for their mental health problem.
2.2 Has much changed over the last four years?

Antidepressant prescription is still the most favoured response by GPs with 55% choosing this method as their first response in 2004 and 45% in 2007. Some form of psychotherapy or counselling was chosen by 32% of GPs as their first response in 2004, and 36% in 2007. Less than 1% of GPs in 2004 would refer to a supervised programme of exercise as their first response, by 2007 this figure had risen to 4%. In 2004, 41% of GPs believed exercise to be ‘quite’ or ‘very’ effective as a treatment by 2007, this figure had risen to 61%.

If they became depressed themselves, more GPs now than in 2004, would try exercise themselves. In 2004 40% would try counselling/psychotherapy first, 38% would try antidepressants first and 11% would try exercise first. In 2007, 38% would try antidepressants first, 27% would try counselling/psychotherapy first and 18% would try exercise first.

2.3 Exercise: now an option?

In terms of availability of an exercise referral scheme, the picture reported by GPs hasn’t changed considerably. 42% of GPs reported access to a scheme in 2004, in 2007 this figure had risen to 49%, still less than half of GPs surveyed. 25% of those GPs who do have access would refer ‘fairly’ or ‘very’ frequently. This is a rise over the figure reported in 2004 of 15%.

GPs were asked if they had noticed an increase over the last two years in the number of patients asking whether exercise would be a suitable treatment for their mild to moderate depression. 16% had noticed an increase, 80% had not. When asked if they would do more social prescribing 70% of GPs said they would like to refer more often if they had the option.

2.4 Summary

The GPs surveyed seemed remarkably open to the option of exercise referral and believe in its effectiveness and use has risen over the last four years. More GPs in the current survey than in 2004 would refer to a supervised exercise referral scheme. Furthermore, many GPs would like to have the option to refer to such schemes. Similarly to the picture revealed in the past survey, GPs are still more likely to prescribe antidepressants than exercise referral or talking therapies.

GPs were more likely to use exercise schemes if they themselves became ill. However, even in this case, GPs are more likely to prescribe medication as their first choice of treatment.
3. Site evaluations

“Makes me fitter, gives me my own space, feel good after it and feel like I can cope with everything…”

(Interviewee, exercise scheme participant)

3.1 Overview

This section describes the findings of the evaluation of a selected number of exercise referral schemes who participated in the project supported by the Mental Health Foundation with funding from a Department of Health grant.

The central focus of this evaluation has been on developing an in-depth understanding of the experiences of individuals referred to the exercise schemes, the lasting impact of their involvement in exercise activities and their perceptions of any change in their physical and mental wellbeing as a result of taking part in an exercise programme.

Quantitative data included baseline information already routinely collected by the pilot sites and also the distribution of the Recovery Evaluation Form (see Appendix A). Qualitative information was gathered from focus groups and individual interviews with service users and staff from 2 selected leisure/exercise settings. The qualitative data from the other pilot sites is outlined alongside the collation of other relevant feedback gathered from exercise participants in these sites.

National Research Ethics Committee Approval for the study was given by the Royal Free Medical School Research Ethics Committee in April 2008 and the information gathering commenced that month and ran throughout the summer until the end of September.

3.2 Key findings of the evaluation

The findings from the evaluation highlight a range of benefits for those taking part in exercise referral schemes and also that there are a number of factors to be borne in mind in successfully developing and delivering exercise referral programmes.

With regard to the benefits for those taking part, the following were identified:

**Physical and psychological benefits:**

Nearly all of the participants in the evaluation described feeling physically and psychologically better as a result of taking part in a programme of exercise, with many comments about increased confidence, feeling more energetic and generally fitter.
The quotes below illustrate the core theme findings:

“There have been many benefits to me in attending this programme. Over six weeks, I have lost weight and my blood pressure is now within the ‘normal’ range… My mood has lifted… I had been feeling very low before attending this programme and using the gym has definitely had a positive effect on my mood…”

And:

“my instructor has contributed to the quality of my life greatly – from curing an aching hip to curing the blues”

**Tackling isolation, promoting social inclusion and supporting peer relationships:**

Many of those who were interviewed lived alone and were quite isolated; several had experienced bereavement in recent years (a possible causal factor of depression).

In the focus groups and individual interviews, the social benefits (and the motivational effects) of joining an exercise programme, was a prominent theme:

“I suffer from depression and have found that the exercise classes really helped to improve my mood. My physical fitness has also improved. In the past I have belonged to gyms but have always stopped going after a while because it was hard to motivate myself. I find going to a group activity very enjoyable. You see the same people every week and gradually get to know one another. Knowing you are going to see friends makes exercise less of a chore and more of a pleasant social activity. Overall, the exercise classes have helped me to get fitter and to avoid a relapse into severe depression.”

Another made the following statement:

“I am not exaggerating when I say that it transformed my life. I have taken part in activities that I had never dreamed of before the scheme and have made new friends”

**Tackling anxiety and promoting confidence:**

Several of the interviewees reported how attendance at an exercise class had helped them to overcome their feelings of anxiety and fear of leaving their homes to go into social situations with other people. They described how with the encouragement of supportive exercise instructors, alongside a sense of what one described as the “physical exhilaration” after completing a class, they felt less anxious:

“I do know that if before a session I am anxious or fearful, during the work out these feelings diminish and afterwards I notice that I feel relaxed, feel I have achieved something and that my sleeping that night is better.”
Improved cognitive functioning:

A widely reported improvement was people’s ability to concentrate, to plan and to complete tasks. There were many comments about the way attending an exercise class gave structure to the day, and about looking forward to the activities and achieving the goals set by the exercise instructors:

“It has helped me to focus and to plan. I am also starting to think about new things I might try in the future.”

3.3 Running an exercise scheme – lessons learned

In terms of the development of exercise referral schemes, the evaluation revealed that various factors are currently impacting on the successful development of the schemes including funding constraints within local government and/or primary care trusts. In addition, the findings highlight the importance of the following:

• It appears that there is still quite limited awareness of exercise referral schemes amongst many who might refer – save for the occasional ‘champion’ GP or practice nurse – and that ongoing and higher level activity to promote the benefits of exercise therapy are needed, including advertising through a wider range of venues such as libraries, further education colleges and job centres.

• Referrers to exercise schemes need to understand what is on offer so that they can pick the “right time and the right activity” to suggest a scheme to their patients – if exercise referral schemes are just routinely mentioned as a part of a health consultation, various interviewees suggested that people are unlikely to have the confidence to respond.

• The referral process itself is an important avenue to clarify patients’ expectations and worries about an exercise activity, which can in turn contribute to a change in attitudes and beliefs about exercise. This is also noted in the earlier evaluation of the Camden scheme (one of the pilot sites in this study) by Middlesex University where it is concluded that:

“Providing patients with information relating to the activities on offer, the venues, and the class times, enables them to select an appropriate exercise class that suits their requirements. Giving patients the freedom of choice is likely to facilitate behaviour change…” 17

• Individualised support to engage people in the first class of an exercise programme is essential if they are to attend past the initial session. In two of the pilot sites, quite high drop out rates of people referred for mental health reasons were reported and it was suggested that a lack of confidence and fear of new social situations were significant deterrents to their successful engagement in the programmes.

• It is important to have a menu of exercise choices available – not just gym-based programmes since for some people with mental health problems, less structured and more open-ended activities such as healthy walking schemes, may be more appropriate. If possible, ‘taster’ sessions should be offered to ease the route of access. Familiar staff members, who follow through on various different activities, can help to encourage people to try new things. In addition, providing access points into other activities, once the initial programme of exercise is complete, is key to keeping people active and supporting their recovery.
• Offering programmes at different times of the day, including in the early evening, is recommended to take account of the different commitments of those referred. Some people may be in, or once they start to feel better will be returning to, employment so this should be facilitated via flexible timings.

• Venues need to be accessible with high quality and well-maintained facilities. Various respondents talked of feeling put off by poorly maintained and over-crowded exercise venues.

• Respondents in the evaluation emphasised that the pace of exercise activity needs to be tailored to meet the needs of the individuals referred, especially since many patients with mental health needs may never have taken part in a structured programme of exercise before.

• The size of the group or exercise class is important – too small and the opportunity to make new friends and form social networks is lost (or groups run the risk of being ‘cliquey’), whilst on the other hand, if the group is too large this can seem daunting and impersonal.

• Cost is a key consideration for many, with a number highlighting that the availability of discount schemes or loyalty cards had influenced their decision to continue with an exercise activity once the initial programme was complete.

3.4 The project sites

“For people with for example mental health problems, it gives you the encouragement you need to get the trainers in the bag and go knowing that there will be someone there supporting you and others like you in the same boat. It’s been a new experience for me and a positive one…”

(Exercise scheme participant)

Five pilot sites were originally selected for inclusion in the evaluation. These were: Bedfordshire; Camden; Northamptonshire; Cambridge and Wirral. A sixth, Redcar and Cleveland was later added to the group.

Due to the small size of some of the exercise referral schemes in these areas, and because one of the schemes was on hold with budgetary constraints, as the evaluation progressed, the decision was taken to focus on the three schemes that were fully operational and were of a sufficient size to gather quantitative data. These were Bedfordshire (Flitwick), Camden and Cambridge. Overviews of these three schemes, plus brief descriptions of the other three pilot sites follow:

Bedfordshire exercise referral scheme at Flitwick Leisure Centre

Bedfordshire has been running an exercise scheme “Activities for Health” for approximately four years, with the scheme accepting patients from four local GP practices for a variety of physical health problems, notably cardiac problems and obesity. The scheme operates out of three local sites with the Flitwick base being the longest established.
Also in the county, the local Primary Care Trust (PCT) supports a variety of activity referral schemes in Bedford itself: there are various established healthy walks schemes and in Luton and Dunstable and a well-established exercise referral scheme for cardiac patients.

In March 2007, the Flitwick centre began a pilot project for exercise referral with patients experiencing common mental health disorders from one of the GP practices as part of the National Primary Care Mental Health Collaborative. The scheme, which developed in response to the evident mental health needs amongst those referred for primarily physical health reasons, is for people who are experiencing mild to moderate depression and or anxiety. Prior to referral, patients are assessed in primary care using the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HAD) and, on induction, a fitness test is undertaken which helps to inform the programme of exercise that is recommended.

All levels of fitness are accepted at Flitwick, which offers a rolling programme of gym-based activities along with other activities such as healthy walks that are run when the weather is appropriate. Pilates, circuits and aqua aerobics are also available. PCT funding covered some training in mental health for the two lead members of the exercise staff, who, in addition to running the activities, have played a key role in disseminating information about the pilot project to local GP practices.

The centre promotes social interactions between clients attending the exercise groups by providing free refreshments after the sessions and often group members will meet together for lunch or a snack in the leisure centre after their class. The cost is £2.50 per session, with a concessionary rate of £1.25 for those that are not in employment.

During the evaluation, referrals to the exercise scheme continued to be predominantly for cardiac and weight loss reasons, with very few referrals for mental health issues. Analysis of the reasons for stopping attendance suggested that some people found the gym-based course too strenuous and two were advised by their GP to stop due to illness. In an attempt to encourage more referrals of mental health clients, plans to enlist more GP practices were agreed in 2008; however, a major issue influencing these plans, and also the current rate of referrals, was acknowledged to be uncertainty about plans to re-develop a new leisure centre on a site more in the town centre.
CASE STUDY A

James heard about his local exercise referral scheme through the library and, feeling very unhappy and isolated as a result of his weight, asked his GP for a referral. Several weeks later, he met a member of the County Council funded exercise team who planned with him a gym-based programme of classes.

James described attending a gym for the first time as very daunting since he is also prone to panic attacks in new or unfamiliar situations. However, because he was supported throughout the programme by the exercise team member of staff who had first assessed him, and because he joined a small group of people with similar problems, he managed to complete the first class and then started attending classes once a week.

As time passed, James noticed that he was growing in confidence to try new pieces of equipment and that his stamina was improving. He also reported more settled sleep and some weight loss. By concentrating on breaking the small records he had set for himself, he found that any anxieties he had on the way to the class did not escalate into a panic attack and very often, just disappeared.

On completion of the eight week initial programme, James decided to join the gym on a permanent basis. He increased his attendance to twice weekly and also joined a local team sports group run by the exercise team.

Camden Exercise Referral Scheme

The Camden Exercise referral Scheme was established in 2004 and has a team of specialists – the Camden Active Health Team – for specific conditions and disorders. They deliver the exercise to those referred into the scheme. The scheme is open to people aged eighteen and over who have one or more of the following chronic health conditions – obesity, diabetes, osteoporosis, coronary heart disease, cardiovascular disease, and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. People with mental illnesses (neurotic and psychotic disorders) and people aged sixty or older, who are sedentary and at risk of losing their independence, are also eligible.

The Active Health Team, whose exercise leaders are all qualified to level 3 on the Register of Exercise Professionals, accepts referrals from a range of local health professionals including GPs, practice nurses, physiotherapists, mental health nurses and occupational therapists. Once a referral has been made, the individual will have their first consultation within two weeks and, at this time, the team use the validated outcomes monitoring tools SF-12 and IPAC to look at health and the level of exercise. These scales are completed again at the end of any sessions. The team also request information about any medications a person may be on and any exercise implications arising from their condition.

The exercise scheme in Camden provides activities such as green gym, sports groups, yoga and Pilates and those referred to the scheme receive an eight week programme free of charge. Those considered to be at risk of losing their independence because of a health condition that limits their ability to leave their house, are offered one-to-one sessions in their home. After the first programme, participants can then choose to continue with any classes or activities that they are doing for the cost of £1.00 a session or to join a local gym for around £16.00 a month.
All GPs are sent feedback after the eight week programme and there is follow-up at nine months. Operation of the Camden scheme during its first fourteen months was evaluated by Middlesex University, with the results showing:

- High rates of completion of the initial exercise programme.
- Many patients reporting improved mental health as a result of participation in the scheme, including increased level of positive mood.
- That whilst the referrals were limited, referrers to the scheme had received positive feedback about the scheme from their clients.

The findings also highlight the importance of using easily accessible venues, with many of the participants experiencing negative journeys on public transport to attend the exercise classes, and further highlight the importance of having facilities that are large enough and in a good condition. Finally, the role of the exercise leader in supporting engagement is apparent:

“Patients stated that the fact that they had met the mental health co-ordinator at their initial consultation, and that this same co-ordinator would be instructing the class, made them feel more comfortable about attending. Moving into a difficult class where they did not know anybody was perceived as ‘difficult’ and ‘daunting.’”

CASE STUDY B

Anna was referred to her local exercise scheme following several months of treatment for depression and anxiety. She was interested in attending a group-based activity because, although she had a job, this was in a town some miles away and she felt isolated in her local area and hoped to meet some new people through the group.

Working meant that she needed to be able to attend the exercise activity in the evenings but also that she was quite tired. Having started on a gym-based course, she found this too strenuous and not an easy way to get to know other people so changed to an aqua aerobics class which she found more fun. In time, she also began to take part in some of the healthy walks which were available at the weekend.

Anna reported enjoying the activities on offer and that the main benefit to her has been having a reason to “get out and about rather than just watching the television on my own”. She has continued to exercise having completed the initial programme she was referred to.
Cambidge Exercise Referral Scheme

In Cambridge, the exercise referral scheme is well established and has been running for over ten years. There are two physical activity schemes, which are run by Cambridge City Council’s sports development department that have a mental health component to their work, Start-Up and Invigorate. Both projects offer a range of activities; however, a major difference is that Invigorate operates more at the secondary level and is focused on supporting people with established mental health problems, whereas Start-Up is aimed more at those people with mild and emerging mental health problems. For this reason, only the Start-Up scheme was included in this evaluation.

Start-Up is a member of the County Physical Activity and Health Group which has representatives from a wide range of local organisations including the NHS Cambridgeshire (formerly Cambridgeshire PCT) and local authorities. When the scheme originally began, only GPs were able to refer; however, the introduction of the National Quality Assurance Framework for Exercise Referral Systems in 2001 provided guidance on allied health professionals who could also refer and this has led to referrals being accepted from nurses, physiotherapists, occupational therapists and dieticians. The Start-Up scheme runs predominantly from two main leisure settings within the city and also several community centres.

Staffed by Level 3 Exercise Professionals, who undertake the initial assessment and planning of an individual twelve week exercise programme (including identification of the most suitable location for a person to use), the Start-Up scheme offers a variety of activities including: supervised gym, swimming, aqua mobility, specialist circuit based classes, exercise to music, Pilates and chair-based exercise. These sessions are only available to current or past exercise referral clients, and apart from those wishing to engage in a home based programme there are no free activities provided. However, via the local Leisure Card scheme and through negotiated service level agreements amongst private providers, a variety of discounts apply.

Analysis of the uptake of the Start-Up programme suggests that there are around thirty-two new referrals each month, with the three most common reasons for referral being musculoskeletal (including back pain and arthritis), obesity and diabetes. Mental health is around the 5-6th most common reason. 60% of those referred complete the initial twelve week programme, many of those who do complete a programme then continue with their chosen activity or have revitalised confidence to engage in some other choice. One popular route for those who are referred for mental health reasons is to then join as a member of the Invigorate project. Membership is free and, although no individualised and tailored support is offered (unlike the Start-Up scheme), Invigorate provides an array of group-based activity, can be more flexible to the client, provides a wider choice of sports and is cheaper for clients to attend on a longer-term basis.

Common reasons given for non-completion include ‘lack of time’ and ‘not enjoying’ the activity – again emphasising the importance of offering a choice of exercise options.
CASE STUDY C

Following the death of her husband, Marion became increasingly isolated and withdrawn. She had given up her job and was spending a lot of her time asleep or watching the television. She was referred to her local exercise scheme with a diagnosis of depression and following an assessment by the exercise co-ordinator, agreed to try a yoga course.

Marion was very fearful of attending the first yoga class since it was many years since she had done any exercise of any type. However, her worries receded when she discovered that she knew several of the group members who were also involved in some other ‘low key’ exercise activities such as a dancing class. The yoga group was also very sociable, often going for coffee together after class.

In time, Marion described feeling much more physically alert and active. By having something to look forward to which she enjoyed, she was also less preoccupied with thoughts of her husband. She began to think about returning to work and as a first step towards this, decided to volunteer in her local charity shop.

Northampton, Redcar and Cleveland and Wirral exercise referral scheme

In Northampton, the exercise referral scheme is based around a 12 week programme of gym based activities, with 24 GP practices being affiliated to the scheme. Common mental health problems are the second highest reason for referral (17% of referrals) behind referrals for obesity (25%).

The scheme operates out of a number of different sites in the county and screening/assessment at the initial consultation is kept to a minimum. After an initial two week period of activities that are free of charge, prices are charged and vary depending on the location and exercise activity selected. All those referred for exercise are also given a leisure card that entitles them to discounts on other facilities, backed by advice and information as to the range of sporting activities available. There is some flexibility in the scheme and people can sometimes be referred for a second time at the end of the first programme.

Redcar and Cleveland’s healthy walks scheme has been running for over five years and has around one hundred people on its register and a regular weekly attendance of between thirty to forty people. Reasons for referral vary but weight problems are prominent. The scheme aims to be as flexible as possible to keep paperwork to a minimum and, as such, only limited health information is collected when people join the scheme. Information about the programme of walks is disseminated on a regular basis via all local GPs practices, practice nurses and local health centres.

Wirral offers a similar gym-based scheme to the Bedford programme described earlier. Referrals currently come from one GP practice.
CASE STUDY D

Sam saw his local exercise referral scheme advertised in his local health centre. He had a history of depression arising from a traumatic work injury sustained some five years previously which had left him with constant back pain. After an initial consultation with the local sports team, Sam decided to try one of the supervised swimming exercise classes.

Sam found that the class gave him something to look forward to and, by gradually swimming for longer, that his general fitness improved. Although it did not completely cure his back pain, he reported feeling that his posture had improved. He also felt less ‘low’ and positive about his achievements in the class.

Sam emphasised the need for wider advertising of exercise referral schemes, pointing out that it was only because he was already in pain and in need of help from his doctor that he was in the health centre and that this is “missing out lots of people who might benefit but who haven’t reached the stage of having a serious medical problem.”

3.5 Analysis of site data

Profile of the respondents

A total of forty-one initial Recovery Evaluation Forms (REFs) and twelve follow-up forms were completed from Bedfordshire (Flitwick), Camden and Cambridgeshire. The sample is relatively small and a comparatively limited amount of quantitative analysis was conducted. The following provides a snapshot of the service users who completed the evaluation forms:

The average age was forty-two years old (range 20-72), and the majority of people taking part were female (71%). A range of ethnic minority groups participated including British (45%), African (17%), Caribbean (12%), and European (10%).

Regarding the working status of participants, 43% were not working but intended to in the future, 19% were not working and happy with that, 14% were working full time, 11% were students, and 6% were working part-time.

85% of the participants reported being on regular medication, these included Fluoxetine, Prozac and Clozapine. 32% reported having a physical disability. 51% were living alone, and 24% had caring responsibilities.
Impact of participating in an exercise programme

The analysis of the twelve follow up evaluation forms allowed an insight into the impact of exercise participation. It does appear that participation in a programme does bring some statistically significant improvements (on the basis of service user self-rating) in the following areas:

- Confidence regarding making decisions.
- Recognition of early signs of being unwell.
- Awareness of what it takes to keep well and happy.
- Knowing where to get help.
- Feeling that their physical health was good.
- Feeling that they had energy and enthusiasm for their current activities.
- That they were encouraged by staff to try new things.

From the answers given, there appears to be little difference between men and women save for the following where women gave much higher initial (baseline) scores:

- Feeling that their physical health was good.
- Feeling that they had been encouraged to make decisions about exercise.

Views about the exercise scheme

The REF form allows respondents to add additional comments about the exercise scheme and some of the points noted suggest that for most the experience of taking part had been positive, had helped people to lose weight and to improve their sense of coping.

Several also commented on looking forward to activities and that they were now able to focus and to set themselves goals for what they wanted to achieve.

3.6 Exercise referral schemes: do they work?

“The scheme has got me back into the gym… Support from others on the scheme has been a real boost to morale and an important feature that should be continued in the future…”

(Participant in Flitwick exercise programme)

The current delivery of exercise referral schemes was explored via a series of focus group meetings and individual interviews. In addition, a small number of interviews were undertaken with local stakeholders such as commissioners within the local primary care trust and county council leisure departments. These meetings gathered information about: the different types of exercise activity on offer; how information is disseminated about schemes; how those referred had heard about their local scheme; participant views regarding what they thought works well and ideas for improving the delivery of exercise referral schemes.
The activities on offer in exercise referral schemes

The range of activities that participants in the Camden focus group had been referred to ranged from gym-based classes including circuits, badminton, Pilates and yoga through to aqua aerobics, active walks and kick boxing. Activities were mainly indoors and based on booked classes, though some drop-in types of activity were also mentioned. In Bedford, a greater focus on gym-based activities was apparent.

In both Camden and Bedford, the importance of having approachable and empathetic, well-trained instructors was emphasised: people the participants felt they could get to know, who were good at assessing people’s capabilities and skilled in encouraging them to work within their limits.

It was also noted that having staff on hand who “know who you are before you turn up” makes joining an exercise referral programme less daunting and various comments were also noted regarding the importance of staff having an understanding of mental health since people can “go high or feel very down afterwards” (after an exercise class) – and staff need to be able to support people appropriately though this.

The benefits of exercise referral programmes

All of the informants to the evaluation were very positive that their participation in a programme had a real difference to their lives. Seeing other people was a prominent theme, also that having a regular planned activity which was seen as giving a focus to the day and a reason to go out into their local community. As one participant noted:

“The social element is such a big part of it… promising someone that you will meet up with them next week (at the next class) is a real motivator…”

A variety of physical and psychological benefits were also identified including:

- Exercise giving you a boost or what one person called a “natural high”.
- Feeling mentally and physically stronger.
- Becoming more confident (one person talked of how it had encouraged them to take up some voluntary work).
- Weight loss – and although several participants were clear that exercise doesn’t replace the need for medication, it can really help with reducing the weight gain that can result from regular medication use.

The increase in confidence and the benefits arising from this was frequently noted and is well illustrated by the following:

“…finding that I could cope – physically and mentally – along with her (the instructor’s) encouragement – gave me confidence. So I started doing other social and physical activities too…”
The entire group thought that taking part in exercise benefited young and old and suggested that more should be done to encourage younger people to take part, especially given the concerns about obesity among young people.

In terms of whether participation in an exercise programme was likely to have a lasting impact, most thought that it would – for example, feedback questionnaires completed by all participants in the Flitwick programme indicated that they intended to continue using the gym after the end of the twelve week course and in the Camden focus group, most of the group had not done an exercise programme before joining the scheme and nearly all intended to continue attendance once their eight week programme was complete.

It was suggested that this was the typical pattern in Camden, hence the long waiting list/full classes. Again, the importance of having empathetic staff running the classes was noted, with the following illustrating the value of such input:

“His friendly, professional and good-natured approach meant that I have felt confident from the start… he has been totally non-judgemental… while also giving me positive and sustained encouragement to become more active in a way that I will be able to sustain when I am no longer part of the programme…”

External stakeholder comments supported these positive viewpoints, with the importance of having a menu of exercise options available again being noted, to ensure that different interests, different levels of physical ability and the need for greater or less structured programmes of exercise, are addressed.

**Publicising exercise referral schemes**

From the information gathered, it does appear that dissemination of information about exercise referral schemes is still quite patchy and limited even in areas of the country with well-established schemes. A variety of comments were noted to the effect that it was largely by luck or “on the grapevine” that people had heard about their local scheme, including one participant who described asking for a referral after she had heard about an exercise referral scheme in another area of the country.

Furthermore, although half the group had been referred by their GP, most felt that it had been more through their own suggestion rather than the GP being proactive and aware of what was on offer. Overall, they suggested that there was no local information and a general lack of advertising.

This finding echoes some of the conclusions reached by the Camden (Middlesex University) evaluation which notes:

“Health professionals stated that they would like more information about what patients actually get from the scheme, in terms of activities as well as health benefits.”
One key suggestion made for improving this situation was for GPs to be invited to visit the participating exercise/leisure centres to see what was available. This might improve their awareness and encourage them to refer more patients who could benefit.

**Suggestions for raising awareness of exercise referral schemes**

In addition to trying to involve GPs more, informants to the evaluation made the following suggestions:

- Distribution of information to the local day hospitals and voluntary sector projects working in the mental health field.
- Provision of information to local colleges.
- Targeting of the adult education sector.
- Regular dissemination of information about the different classes and exercise activities offered through a scheme.

**Suggestions for improving the delivery of exercise referral schemes**

In busy areas or those with popular exercise referral schemes, some participants had experienced a long time between being referred and being seen for an initial assessment. Whilst it was recognised that this situation reflected the high numbers of referrals, it is also important to emphasise that this referral process is an important part of engaging people in exercise and it is important that they are not kept waiting too long otherwise the momentum and confidence to take part can be lost. Again this point was raised in the Camden evaluation which notes that a time delay between referral and consultation can result in people attending a consultation but not starting an exercise programme due to reduced motivation.

Likewise very popular classes get full up and attendance can be restricted and/or people have to wait. This again emphasises the need to have a menu of different choices available.

The consistency of instructors was stressed. In some schemes, there are a number of different instructors, some of whom do the initial assessments and some the running of actual classes. It was suggested that in terms of making people feel supported and comfortable, wherever possible, there should be continuity of staffing throughout the assessment session and at least the first few classes.

Some confusion was noted about complicated discount and payment arrangements – these schemes need to be clear, as simple as possible, and well publicised.
Finally there was some debate and mixed views about the use of time limited programmes (for example eight or twelve weeks) and about whether referral via a health professional is really necessary or simply serves to deter some people.

Several of the interviewees expressed the view that programmes should be more open-ended to allow more flexible attendance, although they realised that capacity could be an issue in running schemes this way. Likewise, allowing people to self-refer might encourage people to become active earlier rather than waiting for physical or psychological problems to reach the point of requiring professional identification and referral.

3.7 Key learning points from the evaluation and 2007 GP survey regarding the development and delivery of exercise referral schemes

Information gathered through the GP survey and evaluation has highlighted both the positive outcomes for those taking part in exercise referral programmes and also some of the factors that are currently restricting their development and wider use.

With regard to what may be impeding the use of exercise referral schemes, probably the most important finding is that over 40% of GPs reported that they do not have access to a scheme in their area. Alongside this, 18% reported that over the last two years, they had noticed an increase in the number of patients with mild to moderate depression asking about exercise as a suitable treatment, which would suggest that public awareness of the benefits of exercise for this mental health difficulty has grown.

From the evaluation data, it was apparent that the barriers facing the development and use of exercise referral schemes include amongst other things:

- Inconsistent dissemination of information about schemes and limited knowledge as to what is offered amongst potential referrers.
- Financial/budgetary constraints.
- Where schemes are very popular, there can be delays in the time between referral and assessment or classes can be full (with the general pressure on budgets and premises meaning that it is difficult to run extra classes).
- Time constraints (a prominent reason given for the non-completion of exercise programmes).

In terms of the benefits to those taking part, the following points were noted:

- Involvement in an exercise referral programme does appear to bring a range of physical and psychological benefits.
- Engagement in such programmes can help to tackle the isolation and social exclusion of people with mild to moderate depression and to support the formation of new peer relationships.
- Improved self-confidence, reduced anxiety and a greater ability to focus, set goals and complete tasks were also widely reported.
Key factors in the successful delivery of exercise programmes included:

- Local referrers with understanding of what was on offer and an ability to judge the ‘right time’ in a person’s recovery to suggest a referral to an exercise programme.
- Good local information about what is available, what attendance entails and what the programmes cost, alongside various effective dissemination channels such as GP surgeries, local health centres, libraries and other community settings.
- A prompt and clear referral process with minimum delay between referral and initial assessment.
- Individualised support for the person as they initially engage with the programme and motivational support throughout (highlighted in both Camden and Cambridge’s evaluations as a crucial factor in the completion of programmes).
- Consistency of support throughout the assessment process and at least the first few exercise classes.
- Experienced exercise leaders with the ability to empathise with people referred for mental health needs and to adjust the delivery of a programme or individual exercise class to account for variations in mood, confidence and ability to concentrate.
- Having a choice of exercise options available (not just gym-based options) that span different fitness levels, different interests and are offered at an appropriate pace to the needs of the client.
- Flexibility in the times of exercise classes and venues used; with the latter being of a high quality, with good levels of cleanliness and a good supply of equipment.
- Schemes/exercise classes of a reasonable size to promote the social aspects of engagement.
- Clear avenues into other exercise activities on completion of the exercise referral programme.
4. Conclusion

This report has demonstrated how effective exercise can be as a referral option for those with mild to moderate mental health distress. Exercise therapy is potentially both an effective treatment for depression and an effective promotion intervention for depressed people. For the individual, control in their recovery journey is left with them in an empowering way and also there are associated benefits to physical fitness and social inclusion.

Despite a growing awareness of the benefits of exercise, amongst health professionals and the public, there are some significant barriers to overcome in terms of ensuring that all areas of the country offer exercise referral schemes; that information about what is available is more widely disseminated, and that what is provided is of high quality, affordable and run by appropriated trained and experienced staff.

Continuity of the exercise staff within specific programmes is important for confidence building and engagement, alongside the availability of individualised support if this is needed – however, financial and time constraints can make this difficult in some schemes. Flexibility in the timings and variety of exercise is also needed to meet the wide ranging needs of referees but again, budget constraints may make this difficult to deliver.

On a positive note, GPs are now more aware of exercise referral as an option, with more GPs in the current survey than in 2004 reporting that they would refer to a supervised exercise referral scheme and many of those who didn’t have the option stating that they would like to have it.
5. Key recommendations

The findings from the evaluation of a small sample of exercise referral schemes, backed by an updated national survey of GPs in England highlight that there is widespread support for the wider development of exercise referral schemes and that:

- If they were more widely available, GPs would refer to them as a key treatment intervention for a variety of conditions including mild to moderate depression. This would not only promote the delivery of support in mainstream, non-stigmatising settings but also may help to reduce the use of anti-depressant medication and the resulting significant national expenditure on prescription drugs.
- If a range of different activities, delivered at varying paces by supportive staff empathetic to the needs of people with mental health difficulties, is offered, people with such needs will not only use them but will report positive health and social outcomes, and in many cases will then sustain some form of exercise activity.

For the commissioners and referrers to exercise referral schemes:

- Across the country, the provision of exercise referral schemes varies and there is a need for Primary Care Trusts (PCTs) and commissioners to support the development and funding of a varied range of exercise activities that people with mental health and other health difficulties can be referred to by the GPs and other health professionals, or they can self-refer to.
- It is important that such schemes are either free or competitively priced in order to be affordable to the general population.
- Information about what is available, where it is based and how people can access the scheme needs to be disseminated via the local facilities most frequently used by the general public such as libraries, local pharmacies as well as community health settings such as GP surgeries and health centres.
- The gathering of outcomes monitoring data needs to be supported in order to further develop and strengthen the evidence base for the use of exercise referral schemes, which in turn will give support to the future commissioning of such services.
- GPs and other health professionals in those areas where there is an exercise referral scheme already operational should be supported in referring all patients presenting mild to moderate depression and should not consider only those with physical concerns such as obesity or coronary heart disease.
- All health professionals who refer to exercise referral schemes need to understand and be able to explain what these schemes can offer. The development of closer working links between GPs, practice nurses, other community based health staff and the exercise staff working in referral schemes is recommended. This, and the agreement of clear and simple referral protocols, will provide avenues for developing an improved and shared knowledge of what these schemes can offer, to whom they are relevant and at what time in the course of a person’s mental or physical illness the schemes ought to be offered.
For the providers of exercise referral schemes

- A variety of exercise activities need to be on offer, not only gym-based programmes, to cater for different interests and levels of fitness and activity. These need to be available at different times of the day including in the early evenings.
- There needs to be careful planning of support in the early stages of a person beginning an exercise programme, and the pacing of the class. These are both important factors in the successful engagement of people into exercise referral programmes.
- Wherever possible, schemes should aim to offer continuity of staffing through an exercise programme and the availability of individualised support where required.
- Staff working in exercise referral schemes need to develop a closer working relationship with those who refer to their schemes, in order to share information about what is on offer, to provide feedback as to the impact of programmes on those referred and to plan together the possible future exercise needs of those individuals in the local population with mental and physical health difficulties.

For those using exercise referral schemes

- In supporting the development of a wider range of exercise referral schemes, and the activities on offer, opportunities for those referred to schemes to share their views and suggestions for improving schemes should be actively promoted.
- Some users of exercise referral schemes may also be interested in helping to plan or run new activities and should be encouraged to share this wish with the staff in their local scheme.
6. Appendices

Appendix A: GP Survey

The results contained in this report are derived from a confidential questionnaire placed by the Mental Health Foundation on NOP World Health’s ‘GP Net’ Service – an online syndicated medical omnibus conducted amongst a nationally representative quota-based sample of General Practitioners. This web-based survey was self-completed by GPs during November 2007. The confidential questionnaire was designed and formatted by NOP World Health with the Mental Health Foundation.

Semi-structured questionnaires were set up on NOPs own server. Email invitations were sent out to a random ‘rolling’ sample of approximately 2000 GPs, all being members of Doctors.net.uk’s web community. From this pool of doctors a nationally representative, quota-controlled sample of 200 NHS GPs completed the survey online. The sample was quota-based on the doctor’s qualifying age (pre-1990 and 1990 onwards) and on 11 regions to ensure full national distribution. Each doctor who was sent an e-mail invitation had their own unique identification number hidden within the survey URL (which prevents a survey being completed twice and allows for a partly completed questionnaire to be finished at a later date). In addition to this survey PIN each respondent could only access the survey via Doctors.net.uk’s (DNUK) website via their own user ID and password as a DNUK member. Thus each participating doctor had to pass through two levels of security in order to complete the survey.

All the respondents who participated in this survey were GMC listed physicians who were member of Doctors.net.uk, the UK’s leading provider of online services exclusively for doctors.

This online survey (reproduced in the following pages) was self-completed by GPs, all of whom were members of Doctors.net.uk during the period 19th – 20th November 2004 inclusive.
**Q1:** When a patient presents with mild or moderate depression, what are your most common treatment responses?

*Please select up to a maximum of three treatment responses, where ‘1’ = your most common treatment response, ‘2’ = your second most common treatment response and ‘3’ = your third most common treatment response.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Most common (1)</th>
<th>2nd most common (2)</th>
<th>3rd most common (3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prescription of antidepressant medication</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referral to cognitive behavioural therapy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referral to another form of counselling/psychotherapy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referral to a supervised programme of exercise</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referral to alternative/complementary therapies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referral to a dietician</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (please specify)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Q2:** In general, which do you believe are the most effective strategies for patients presenting with mild or moderate depression?

*Please select up to a maximum of three strategies, where ‘1’ = the most effective strategy, ‘2’ = the second most effective strategy and ‘3’ = the third most effective strategy.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Most common (1)</th>
<th>2nd most common (2)</th>
<th>3rd most common (3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antidepressant medication</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive behavioural therapy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other form of counselling/psychotherapy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A supervised programme of exercise</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative/complementary therapies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dietary changes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (please specify)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Q3:** Which one of the following terms best describes your opinion on the general frequency with which antidepressants are prescribed?

*Single answer only*

- [ ] Too often
- [ ] Appropriately
- [ ] Too little?

**Q4:** In general, how effective do you consider the following forms of treatment are for patients with mild or moderate depression?

*Single answer for each form of treatment*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Not at all effective</th>
<th>Not very effective</th>
<th>Quite effective</th>
<th>Very effective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antidepressant medication</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A supervised programme of exercise</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Q5:** In general, which one of the following forms of treatment do you believe is more likely to help someone presenting with mild or moderate depression?

*Single answer only*

- [ ] Antidepressant medication
- [ ] A supervised programme of exercise

**Q6:** According to the scale shown, please indicate your level of agreement for each of the following statements.

*Single answer for each statement*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>Disagree effective</th>
<th>Agree effective</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antidepressant medications are not as effective as the public thinks they are</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most patients who are given antidepressants would be as likely to get better if they were unknowingly prescribed a placebo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antidepressants are not generally effective as a treatment for mild to moderate depression unless used as part of a wider, individually tailored care package</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Q7: If other treatment responses to mild or moderate depression (such as cognitive behavioural therapies, other forms of counselling/psychotherapy, exercise referral schemes or complementary therapies) were more available to you, which one of the following statements would best describe how would you prescribe antidepressants?

*Single answer only*

- ☐ Less frequently than now
- ☐ As frequently as now, in addition to increased usage of other treatment responses
- ☐ As frequently as now – but without increased usage of other treatment responses
- ☐ More frequently than now

Q8: In the last three years, have you had cause to prescribe an antidepressant despite believing that an alternative treatment might have been more appropriate?

Yes > Q9
No > Q10

Q9: Why did you prescribe antidepressants in this/these case(s)?

*Please select all that apply*

- ☐ The patient requested a prescription for an antidepressant
- ☐ Suitable alternative treatment(s) was/were not available to me
- ☐ The patient was not willing to try the alternative(s) offered
- ☐ There was a waiting list for suitable alternative treatment so I prescribed an antidepressant to provide an immediate response in the interim
- ☐ Other (please specify)
Q10: If you became depressed yourself, which of the following treatment strategies would you most likely use?

*Please select up to a maximum of three strategies, where ‘1’ = your first choice strategy, ‘2’ = your second choice strategy and ‘3’ = your third choice strategy.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1st choice (1)</th>
<th>2nd choice (2)</th>
<th>3rd choice (3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antidepressant medication</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive behavioural therapy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other form of counselling/psychotherapy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A programme of exercise</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative/complementary therapies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dietary changes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (please specify)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Q11: If money were no object, which of the following strategies do you think would be the most useful to implement in order to reduce the incidence of depression amongst primary care patients in the United Kingdom?

*Please select up to a maximum of five strategies, where ‘1’ = the most useful strategy, ‘2’ = the second most useful strategy etc.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Most useful (1)</th>
<th>2nd most useful (2)</th>
<th>3rd most useful (3)</th>
<th>4th most useful (4)</th>
<th>5th most useful (5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Longer consultations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater access to cognitive behavioural therapy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater access to other forms of psychotherapy and counselling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater access to supervised exercise schemes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater access to complementary therapies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater investment in improving patients’ social supports – (such as in improved housing, greater employment opportunities, reducing poverty)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater investment in public mental health promotion campaigns</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Q12: Do you have access to an exercise referral scheme for your patients?

- Yes  > Q13
- No   > Q14
- Don't know  > Q14

### Q13: On average, how often, if at all, do you use the exercise referral scheme for patients with mild or moderate depression?

*Single answer only*

- Very frequently  > Q16
- Fairly frequently  > Q16
- Not very frequently  > Q15a(1)
- Never  > Q15a(2)

### Q14: If an exercise referral scheme were available to you, how often, if at all, would you consider using it for patients with mild or moderate depression?

*Single answer only*

- Very frequently  > Q16
- Fairly frequently  > Q16
- Not very frequently  > Q15a(1)
- Never  > Q15a(2)
**Q15a(1):** Why do (would) you not use the exercise referral scheme more frequently for patients with mild or moderate depression?

*or*

**Q15a(2):** Why do (would) you never use the exercise referral scheme for your patients with mild or moderate depression?

*Please select all that apply*

- I am not convinced that exercise is an effective treatment response for mild or moderate depression
- I don’t/wouldn’t have time to add exercise referral to my prescribing repertoire
- I don’t/wouldn’t want to be sued if the patient injures him/herself by exercising inappropriately
- Most of my patients with mild or moderate depression aren’t/wouldn’t be either able or willing to carry out a programme of exercise
- Most of my patients with mild or moderate depression expect to be given antidepressants as a treatment response to depression
- I do not believe that adding exercise referral to my current range of treatment responses would make a significant difference to the well-being of my patients with mild to moderate depression
- I don’t have enough trust in exercise referral schemes to handle my patients safely and effectively
- It wouldn’t occur to me to use an exercise referral scheme for patients with mild to moderate depression
- The exercise referral scheme to which I have access does not permit me to refer patients with mild to moderate depression
- Other (please specify)
Appendix B: Evaluation Form

This questionnaire has been designed to capture information to improve adult exercise schemes in Northamptonshire and all information is confidential.

Client Number: ..................................................................................................................................................

Name of exercise service ........................................................................................................................................

Today's date ...........................................................................................................................................................

Baseline or follow-up ..............................................................................................................................................

For each of the following questions please circle one of the answers according to how you feel

SA = Strongly Agree   A = Agree   N = Neutral   D = Disagree   SD = Strongly Disagree

1. I have goals I am working to achieve
   SA A N D SD

2. I have energy and enthusiasm for my current activities
   SA A N D SD

3. I feel hopeful about my future
   SA A N D SD

4. I am aware of my personal skills, talents and strengths
   SA A N D SD

5. I feel confident in making my own decisions about what I want
   SA A N D SD

6. I have confidence that I can cope if situations become difficult
   SA A N D SD

7. I can recognise the early signs if I am becoming unwell
   SA A N D SD

8. I'm aware of what it takes to keep me well and happy
   SA A N D SD

9. I know where to get help if I need it
   SA A N D SD

10. My physical health is good
    SA A N D SD

11. I am happy with where I live
    SA A N D SD

12. I can manage my current financial situation
    SA A N D SD

13. I have a good social network and strong friendships
    SA A N D SD

14. I am able to practice any spiritual or religious beliefs I may have
    SA A N D SD

15. There is meaningful activity in my life (a hobby, an interest I enjoy)
    SA A N D SD

16. I feel supported by my family
    SA A N D SD

The exercise service you receive:

17. I feel listened to by the staff
    SA A N D SD

18. The service provides me with information regarding the benefits of exercise on my emotional well-being
    SA A N D SD

19. I am encouraged to make the decisions about my exercise program
    SA A N D SD

20. The staff are aware of my emotional strengths
    SA A N D SD
21. The staff encourage me to try new things

22. I can attend the service when I need to

23. The service is important in giving me hope for the future

Please only answer Questions 25 & 26 if you have completed your exercise program

24. Would you recommend the exercise program you have just attended to a friend?
   □ Yes   □ No   □ Don't Know

25. Would you access other exercise programs in the future?
   □ Yes   □ No   □ Don't Know

About you. Please fill out the following as best describes you.

26. Gender: □ Male   □ Female

27. Age in years:

28. Is English your 1st language: □ Yes   □ No

29. Ethnicity:
   Please only tick one box, if your ethnicity is not stated in the categories below, then please write it in the ‘other’ box.

   White               Mixed                   Asian/Asian British                   Black/Black British       Chinese/ other ethnic group
   □ British           □ White and Black Caribbean □ Indian                   □ Caribbean             □ Chinese
   □ Irish            □ White and Black African  □ Pakistani                □ African
   □ White and Asian                           □ Bangladeshi  Other

30. Do you live alone? □ Yes   □ No

31. Do you have carer responsibilities?   □ Yes   □ No

32. Do you have any physical disabilities? □ Yes   □ No
   If Yes, please state:  .................................................................

33. Are you on any prescribed medication? □ Yes   □ No
   If Yes, please state:  .................................................................
34. Are you receiving any other type of support for your emotional and/or mental well-being?

☐ Yes  ☐ No

If Yes, please state: .................................................................

35. Employment & Education:

☐ I am working full time  ☐ I am not working, but see myself working in the future

☐ I am working part time  ☐ I attend college or an educational programme

☐ I am doing voluntary work  ☐ I am not working and am happy with my life

36. In what ways do you think the exercise has helped you?
Appendix C: Project information sheet

An evaluation of Exercise on Referral schemes in selected areas of England

Version 1, February 14th 2008  Protocol reference: 08/H0720/26

Participant information form (short version) DRAFT

Across the UK, there has been a considerable growth of exercise referrals schemes, often in response to the greater awareness and evidence we now have of the benefits of exercise not only in promoting good physical health but also good mental health and well-being.

The Mental Health Foundation, a national mental health charity, has been following this issue for some years. It is working with people in both health and exercise services to champion the development of exercise referral schemes whereby health professionals such as GPs can refer their patients, in particular those who may have mild to moderate depression, to an exercise scheme.

This project is called ‘Up and Running?’ and as a part of the work, the charity is gathering information about different exercise referral schemes – how they work, what they offer, how much they charge, how many people are using them and whether the people taking part feel that they are helpful.

In (name of area), an exercise referral scheme has been running for some years/has just been set up (text will be deleted depending on what applies) and staff in the scheme will be helping the Mental Health Foundation by sending some information about what they offer. This will include some of the figures they routinely collect about how many people use the exercise classes, who refers them and the feedback people give about the exercise activity they have taken part in. It will not be possible to identify any individuals from this information which will be used for a report describing how exercise referral schemes are being run and how well they work.

The involvement of (name of area) should not in any way affect how the exercise activities are offered, and as before, the completion of any self-reporting forms by anyone taking part in an exercise activity is entirely voluntary. However, if you have any questions or concerns about the exercise venue you attend being involved in the ‘Up and Running?’ project, you are welcome to contact the Foundation’s investigator XXXX on XXXX who will be happy to explain more about the project.
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